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Solutions Research Laboratory, Tokyo Institute of Technology

International Research Center of
Advanced Energy Systems for Sustainability

▲One of the AES Center’s main activities is hosting regular
meetings of the Research Promotion Committee. This photograph
was taken on November 19, 2012 at the 27th Committee Meeting,
which brought together faculty from the Tokyo Institute of
Technology and representatives of 52 participating companies.
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Director, International Research Center of
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Tokyo Institute of Technology

Three years have passed since the International Research Center of
Advanced Energy Systems for Sustainability (AES Center) began operating
regularly as a base for the corporate, government, and academic sectors to
bring about open innovation through collaboration. During those years, the
environment around us has gone through dramatic changes. The Great East
Japan Earthquake followed by the nuclear power plant accident in Fukushima
has forced us to reevaluate Japan’s energy systems from the ground up.
Starting with the keywords“local networks”and“smarterization,”the AES
Center was established to encourage public-private collaboration promoting
R&D and implementation of the revolutionary energy systems toward a lowcarbon society. Since Fukushima, finding solutions that will resolve these
energy and environmental problems has become a more urgent concern shared
by society as a whole. As one of the first to set that goal for ourselves, our
responsibility to lead is that much greater.
Significant obstacles stand in the way of finding real-world applications
for the new ideas generated by academic research. In order to overcome
those obstacles and put research results into action, the AES Center created
a platform for academia to work in intimate partnerships with the public and
corporate sectors. The Center works to bring research potential together with
the needs of society in a variety of approaches, from General Meetings that
are open to anyone to Research Promotion Committee where researchers and
member firms can exchange views in a more close-knit environment.
Public recognition of these efforts has expanded significantly. The number
of corporate members has risen to 52, and collaborative projects among
academia, government, and industries are constantly being launched. As we
approach the beginning of our fourth year, we would like to give a report on
our accomplishments to date in hopes of gaining even deeper understanding
and stronger cooperation in the years to come.
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AES Center Objectives:
Past, Present, and Future
In order to realize the goal of creating a low-carbon society, one of the greatest challenges of the
twenty-first century, the AES Center promotes R&D that is building the foundation for next-generation
energy system. Boldly incorporating revolutionary energy-efficient technologies and new forms of
energy in order to avoid global warming and create a stable energy-use environment, the Center has
established five objectives aimed at developing Advanced Energy Systems for Sustainability (AES).

AES Center: Five Objectives
 evelop a base where industries, government, and academia can collaborate to bring about
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open innovation
Promote research into solutions for achieving energy systems for a low-carbon society
G
 enerate and promote empirical research projects on advanced energy systems
P
 resent the grand design of a low-carbon society, and provide a roadmap and policy
proposals for the design
N
 urture research personnel with research skills in their specialization as well as project
management skills

Past

Foundation of AES Center

The AES Center was officially inaugurated as an organization of Tokyo Tech in September 2009,
and it began regular operations half a year later, in April 2010. Including a period of trial-and-error,
the process leading to the Center’s establishment dates back to 2005.
The Future Energy Vision study group was formed in the fall of 2005 in connection with the
activities of Solutions Research Organization at Integrated Research Institute, which was established
with support from the MEXT Super COE Program. After a series of changes, the group gained a large
number of corporate partners in April 2010 and developed into the current AES Center, centered on
the Collaborative Research Units and the Research Promotion Committee.

Present

3 Years of Achievement

Since its inception, the Center has promoted isolated research projects, primarily in the
Collaborative Research Units. Recently, the Center has also been calling on corporate partners
belonging to the Research Promotion Committee to encourage more firms to work together on
generating collaborative research projects. The Center is also engaged in mutual exchange with
“Cooperative Projects” related to the themes of energy and the environment that are underway at
Solutions Research Laboratory, which has taken over for Solutions Research Organization and houses
the AES Center.

Future

Prospects

Our aim is to work together with a wide variety of researchers and corporate partners. To that end,
we are soliciting the participation of more talented researchers on campus who are interested in
sowing the seeds of research in society at large. Moreover, we aim at working on research projects of
greater interest to the public and applying the results of our research in the real world. To achieve
those goals, we are improving our ability to transmit information both internally and externally, and
we will pursue even more of the activities suitable for a university-centered platform for collaborations
among corporations, government, and academia.
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AES Center: Developmental Stages & Primary Research Projects
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Research Promotion Committee
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Future
Energy
Committee of
Energy Vision Management Advanced Energy
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Study Group
Management
Study

International Research Center of
Advanced Energy Systems for
Sustainability (AES Center)

Group

Funding Provided by Super COE Program

Formation of 5 Collaborative Research Units

Improved Autonomy PV Power System
Superconducting Magnetic
Energy Storage

Research
Projects

Magnetic Energy
Recovery Switch

Smart Community (SC) Concept for
Fukutoshin District, Ikebukuro

SOFC & PEFC
Co-Production

BETHA (Best Eﬀort Type Heat
Accommodation) Network
Technology Development

Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure

Creation of Smart
Community in Kamakura

Marine Biomass

Smart Community Concept
for Ookayama Campus

Battery and Charger Integration System
Asia-Paciﬁc Sunbelt Development

Improved autonomy
photovoltaic (PV) power
System

Fuel cell (SOFC-PEFC)
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Yokohama

EV infrastructure systems
using renewable energy
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The Future Energy Vision Study Group only
included university faculty at the beginning,
but currently 52 corporations work with the
AES Center in the Collaborative Research Units
and the Research Promotion Committee.
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Platform Activities—

Promoting Academia-IndustryGovernment Collaboration
Aiming at research, development, and social implementation of innovative energy systems, the AES
Center is engaged in platform activities that promote collaboration among industries, government,
and academia. Operating primarily out of the Collaborative Research Units and the Research
Promotion Committee, where companies and the university work together on research, we are
engaged in a variety of collaborative efforts that create linkages between the university, our corporate
members, and society as a whole by initiating and promoting research projects in the fields of energy
and the environment.

Main Platform Activities

Social
Collaboration
・General Meeting
・Symposium

Campus-wide
Collaboration

・Evening Seminar
・Researcher Interview
・Call for Research Proposal
Open to Researchers
on Campus
・Co-sponsored Event

Creation of
Academia-IndustryGovernment
Collaborative
Research Projects

Collaborative
Research
Unit
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Partner Firm
Collaboration
・Round-Table Discussion
・Observation Visit

Research
Promotion
Committee

1. Collaboration among Corporate
Members
Together with university faculty, corporate members
belonging to the Research Promotion Committee routinely
exchange information and hold discussions to deepen their
collaborative relationships.

Director Kashiwagi speaks
at the Round-table
discussion on the topic of
“Trends in Recent Energy
Policy” (December 12, 2012)

■ Round-table Discussion

A setting for corporate members to strengthen
collaborative relations. Frequent topics of discussion
include ways of strengthening collaboration among
corporations in different fields of industry and universityindustry collaboration, as well as the barriers involved in
those processes.

Facility visit in the Kansai
region including the Sakai
Solar Power Generation
Plant, 10MW in capacity,
one of the largest megasolar facilities in Japan
(November 22, 2011)

■ Facility Visit

The center’s members visit sites to observe the technology
used in the R&D, demonstrations and commercial plants in
order to recognize challenges we face.

2. On-campus Collaboration
In order to strengthen collaborative ties with university
faculty who support the initiation and development of
research projects, the AES Center identifies the appropriate
researchers on campus and provides opportunities for them
to hold discussions with participants from corporate
members.
■ Researcher Interview

Evening seminar provides
discussion among oncampus and corporate
member researchers
allows for close exchange
of opinions.
(October 3, 2012)

In order to spotlight the best mid-career and junior
faculty on campus, approximately ten researchers are
interviewed each year, and the interviews are sent to
corporate members. The profiles emphasize the contents of
researchers’ projects and the future prospects of their work
in terms of social contribution and economic impact.

■ Evening Seminar

■C
 all for Research Proposal Open to Researchers

■ Co-sponsored Event

on Campus

Research funding is provided to aid university faculty
who contribute to research and development of advanced
energy systems, and that aid is used to strengthen
collaborative relationships with junior faculty.

3. Social Collaboration
Activities that raise general awareness of the importance
of the AES Center’s activities and research on advanced
energy systems, while at the same time gathering
information about social needs.

Participants discuss with faculty researchers and/or
researchers from corporate member companies casts light
on research issues. Holding seminars every other month
with roughly 20 participants provides for close discussions
among corporate members and instructors.
Events are organized to deepen exchange with other
organizations on campus and lay the groundwork for
collaborative projects. In 2011 the AES Center cosponsored a symposium with the Inter-Departmental
Organization for Environment and Energy.
Contents of the last four symposia were widely publicized
in national newspapers and on webpages.

■ General Meeting/ Symposium

Held twice a year as public symposia open to anyone.

The 3rd Symposium was
held on “Safe-Energy
Cities: Pointing the Way
toward Japan’s Future.”
(April 17, 2012)

A page from the Nihon
Keizai newspaper
publishing the contents of
the 3rd Symposium
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A Stage where Multifaceted
Collaborative Research Unfolds
In its role as a platform, the AES Center builds links between the university’s diverse research activities
and the problems facing society and industry in the near future, generating and promoting research
projects that will uncover solutions to those problems. A wide variety of collaborative efforts between
academia, industry and government are creating a larger stage for research cooperation among
corporate members and university faculty.

Newly Created and On-going Research Projects
Over 200 faculty and researchers are affiliated with the Tokyo Institute of Technology in the field
of environment and energy. Through the Center’s corporate members, the diverse skills and research
potential belonging to our faculty and researchers are applied to problems in society and the industry.
In order to achieve solutions to those problems, the Center generates and promotes many
collaborative research projects by members of industry, academia, and the government.

1. Projects at Collaborative Research Units
Sponsor companies belonging to the Collaborative Research Units work together with university
researchers on specific issues in order to discover solutions and implement them in society.

• ENEOS Low-Carbon Energy System Collaborative Research Units
“Building a Low-Carbon Society with a Multiple Energy Systems”
• NTT/NTT Facilities Smart Energy Network Collaborative Research Units
“Next-Generation Energy Networks based on Community Demand”
• Tokyo Gas Smart Energy Network Collaborative Research Units
“Demonstrating Smart Energy Networks: Employing Localized Energy Systems for Efficient, Low-Carbon
Energy Utilization”
• Mitsubishi Corporation Renewable Energy Collaborative Research Units
“Technology Required to Apply Electric Vehicle Battery to Local Network Linkage”

2. Collaborative Projects among Corporate Members
Corporate members belonging to the Collaborative Research Units and the Research Promotion
Committee work with university researchers to solve social problems and work with local
governments to develop policies that will give rise to “smart communities.”

• Fukutoshin District, Ikebukuro Smart Community
• Kamakura Smart City
• Tokyo Tech Ookayama Campus Smart Community
• Best Effort Type Heat Accommodation Network
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Research Project Creation

AES Center
Platform Activities
On-campus
Research Potential

Identifying the diverse set of
research skills and potentials
related to environment and energy
possessed by each of Tokyo Techʼs
departments and creating links
between university researchers
and corporate member companies
connects the potential of advanced
research to social implementation.

〈Diverse Research Skills〉

• Inter-departmental Organization
for Environment and Energy
•Graduate Schools
•Aﬃliate Labs

Identify Problems
■Symposium
Collect public comments and views
■ Research Promotion Committee
Analyze issues in speciﬁc ﬁelds, trends
in energy policy
■ Grand Design Discussion Group
Discuss the future of low-carbon society
and its energy systems, analyze pathbreaking case studies

Construct Foundation for Project
Creation
■ Collaborative Research Units
Promote technological development
projects and social implementation
■ Research Promotion Committee
Collaboratively propose research projects

Social/Industry
Problems

Problems facing society and the
industry world are highlighted at
events such as the meetings of
the Research Promotion Committee
(AES Center corporate members
only) and symposia (open to the
public), and in turn, those problems
are linked to relevant research
underway on campus.

〈Diverse Research Skills〉

•4 Collaborative Research Units
•48 Corporate Member Companies

Wide Range of
Project Generation
〈Speciﬁc Projects〉

Corporations belonging to the
Collaborative Research Units
work together with university
researchers on speciﬁc issues
in order to discover solutions
and implement them in society.

〈Corporate Member
Collaborative Projects〉

University researchers and
multiple members collaborate
on developing the technology
for advanced energy systems
with local governments and
study urban designs for the
implementation stage. The
goal is to ﬁnd applications in
society for research outcomes.

Strengthen Corporate Collaboration
■ Round-Table Discussion
Group discussion of speciﬁc issues leads
ﬁrms to exchange views, strengthens
collaboration
■ Observation Visit
Inspect path-breaking projects, exchange
views

Gather Knowledge, Generate Insight

〈On-campus
Cooperative Projects〉

The Center develops relationships of cooperation and mutual
exchange with on-campus
researchers working on projects
in the ﬁeld of environment and
energy.

■ Evening Seminar
Small groups of on-campus and corporate
member experts exchange views, help
introduce new technology into society

3. On-campus Cooperative Projects
These are research projects underway in the field of environment and energy at the Solutions
Research Laboratory, which houses the AES Center, with which the Center has developed especially
close relationships of cooperation and mutual exchange.

• Smart Power Network Project
• Green ICE Project
• Nuclear Fuel Cycle Project
• Marine Biomass Project
• Asia-Pacific Sunbelt Development¬ Project
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Collaborative Research Units —

The Engines Driving Research Activities
The engines that drive research activities at the AES Center are the Collaborative Research Units that
Tokyo Institute of Technology establishes on campus through contractual agreements with
corporations. While also cooperating with corporate members belonging to the Research Promotion
Committee, academic and corporate member researchers work together on advanced energy system
research and development. Initially there were five Collaborative Research Units when the Center was
fully operated in April 2010, but as of March 2013 there are four units carrying out research.

■E
 NEOS Collaborative Research Unit - Low Carbon Emission Energy System
Research Theme

“Building a Low-Carbon Society with a Multiple Energy Systems”

Research Leader

Professor Kosuke KUROKAWA, Solutions Research Laboratory

This project aims at constructing a smart energy network
that will serve as a core system of a low-carbon society. Our
goal is to search for the optimal blend of devices such as
photovoltaic cells, fuel cells, and batteries in order to achieve
a multiple energy system that enables a dramatic reduction in
the emission of greenhouse gases.
In concrete terms, the project will make it possible to use
existing energy infrastructure (e.g., gas stations, oil refineries)
and provide all forms of consumer energy (electricity, heat,
hydrogen) from a wide variety of primary energy sources in a
manner that is efficient, stable, and inexpensive.
To achieve those goals, we conducted an experimental
study of“Multi-energy Stations”and used those findings to
develop a Smart-Grid Network based on fuel cells. Moreover,
with support from the New Energy and Industrial Technology
Development Organization (NEDO), we are working on
developing Battery and charger integration system.

■ NTT/NTT
FACILITIES

Research Theme
Research Leader

Injected into reservoir

Fuel delivery

Bedrock
Underground
reservoir

Oil, GTL, Biofuel (Liquid Fuel)

Providing various forms of energy
to surrounding community,
regulating supply and demand
Fuel tank (Oil)

Hydrogen, Electricity, Heat

Fuel cell

Hydrogen tank

Oil reﬁnery
Hydrogen (Tanker, Pipeline)

Hydrogen

PV panel

Electrolysis

Electricity
Battery

H2
Charging

H2

Providing various forms of
energy for next-generation
vehicles

Gasoline,
Diesel fuel
(New fuel mixture)
・Gasoline vehicle, Green diesel vehicle
・HV PHV

Hydrogen
FCV

PHV, EV

Conceptual diagram of multi-energy station

Collaborative Research Unit - Smart Energy Network

“Next-Generation Energy Networks based on Community Demand”
Professor Kazuya MASU, Solutions Research Laboratory

This project is intended to connect local power sources in
the community to demand-side devices such as intelligent
home appliances and electric vehicle (EV) charging docks in
a fast, reliable next-generation information network (NGN),
while simultaneously incorporating systemic information
and reducing cost and CO2 emissions. In order to meet
those goals, we are using information and communication
technology (ICT) and developing control technology for
optimal circulation of energy such as electricity.
Our R&D work optimizes energy use in apartment buildings
and single-family homes in the community, and it also helps
build connections between electric systems and communities
that include devices such as EV charging docks.
To achieve those aims, this unit, working with the central
themes of “Optimizing apar tment housing for electr ic
vehicles”and“Optimizing energy in the home,”is involved
in the cooperative research project“Green ICE Initiative”
that Professor Masu is conducting at the Solutions Research
Laboratory, and it also partners with Tokyo Gas and JX
Nippon Oil and Energy.
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Capture

CO2

Internet

Conceptual diagram of smart home and control unit

■ Tokyo Gas Collaborative Research Unit - Smart Energy Network
Research Theme

Research Leader

“ Demonstrating Smart Energy Networks: Employing Localized Energy Systems for Efficient,
Low-Carbon Energy Utilization”
Professor Isao SATOH, Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Science and Engineering

The goal of this unit is to develop an efficient, low-carbon energy usage
system in which energy is shared mutually between buildings, and information
and communication technology (ICT) is used to achieve smart control of the
heat and electricity that is obtained through a combination of natural gas
cogeneration systems with solar energy collector and photovoltaic (PV) systems.
Specifically, in April 2011 we began testing an demonstration facility built
in the Minami Senju area of Tokyo as part of the METI project“Experimental
Studies of Complex Optimization of Distributed Energy.”Our research has
focused on two issues: 1) bi-directional energy accommodation, and 2) a system
for controlling and integrating heat sources. In addition, using a company house
built in Isogo Ward, Yokohama as a model, we are conducting an experimental
study of smart houses and testing policies that introduce PV generators, solar
thermal collectors, fuel cells, batteries, and electric vehicles to bring about cost
reductions, greater energy conservation, and lower carbon emissions.

Area heat accommodation

Arakawa ward care
facility for the elderly
Sanhaim Arakawa

100m

Heat source system

Hot
water supply

Arakawa ward street

Heat Source
System

Energy
center

Cogeneration

PV system

Building B

Solar thermal collection system
Building A

Meiji Av

Senju Techno Station

enue

Kuraso house

Hot water (Hot water supply,
Heating, Solar heat, Cogeneration)
Electricity

Chilled water
Control system

Senju Techno Station

Senju smart energy network demonstration facilities

■ Mitsubishi Corporation Collaborative Research Unit - Renewable Energy Utilization
Research Theme
Research Leader

“Technology Required to Apply Electric Vehicle Battery to Local Network Linkage”
Professor Kosuke KUROKAWA, Solutions Research Laboratory

This unit’
s goal is to develop an energy management system (EMS) that uses
electric vehicle battery and spent battery (reusable batteries) retrieved from
electric vehicles, equalizing electricity usage and minimizing the influence on
the electric system.
In connection with the METI project“Experimental Study of Next-Generation
Energy and Social Systems,”we built an experimental facility in the Mitsubishi
Motors plant in Okazaki, and we are conducting experimental trials there. We
are examining the effectiveness of the EMS, which supplies the facility with
solar-generated electricity, charges or depletes the electricity stored in electric
vehicles and reusable batteries as necessary, and optimizes the flow of energy
into and out of the facility.
The electric vehicle i-MiEV, the photovoltaic panels, and the power
conditioner all use test equipment provided through the cooperative
participation of Mitsubishi Motors and Mitsubishi Electric.

Electric vehicle integration system
(V2X) test facility
Reusable batteries

■TEPCO Collaborative Research Unit - Advanced Electric Power Systems
(Unit closed in FY2010)

Research Theme

Advanced Electric System Research for Achieving a Low-Carbon Society

Research Leader

Professor Hirofumi AKAGI, Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Science and Engineering

This unit intended to develop an advanced electric system that would make
low-carbon society a reality, but the Collaborative Research Unit was closed at
the end of FY2010 due to the nuclear accident caused by the Great East Japan
Earthquake.
In 2010 the division worked on the following themes:“Assessing the effect
of large-scale introduction of photovoltaic power generation in the Kanto
region”;“Preliminary consideration of LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) related
to construction of photovoltaic power generators”;“Smart power networks
(experimental study of technology controlling and optimizing next-generation
energy delivery systems)”;“Research on the potential of applying a cascade
PWM converter to electrical systems”;“Next-generation air conditioning
systems”; and“Experimental measurements and construction of reaction
systems for chemical pumps.”Of these projects,“Smart power networks”
developed an especially strong nationwide structure under Professor Akagi’
s leadership, with 3 universities (Tokyo Tech, Tokyo University, Waseda
University), 9 electric companies, and 28 corporations participating. The project
was also adopted by METI as an experimental study for FY2010.

Safe, reassuring use
of energy with zero
CO2 emission
Nuclear
power
plant
CO2

Biofuel

Sustainable
energy use

Wind
power

Advances in
energy conservation

Photovoltaic
power generation

Oﬃce

Improved functioning
of power electronics
devices

Thermal
power IGCC
plant

Home
Heat pump

Electric vehicle
Factory

Carbon capture,
More eﬃcient
Storage,
power generation
Circulation

Heat pump

Developing/applying
high-eﬃciency
electric devices

Non-fossil
fuels

Conceptual diagram of the smart power network
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Resolving Social and Industrial
Challenges on the Platform for Project
Formation (Research Promotion Committee)
The AES Center promotes corporate members collaborative projects open to university researchers and
multiple corporations. These projects are meant to develop new districts that suffer less anxiety over
energy supply during disasters such as earthquakes. Working with local governments to reevaluate
existing energy infrastructure, the projects also seek to create sustainable “smart communities.”

Corporate Member Collaborative Projects
■ Ikebukuro District Smart Community
T h i s p r o je c t p r o p o s e d t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n o f a n
independent region-wide distributed energy system that
takes full advantage of the regional assets and strengths
of Ikebukuro’s Fukutoshin area in order to help develop
a low-carbon, energy-efficient urban district capable of
standing up to disasters. We also proposed concepts that
would encourage residents (ward residents, corporations)
to participate in the planning process in hopes of creating
a lively, charming urban environment.
In July 2011, we worked with Toshima Ward to launch
the“Preparatory Council to Discuss Ideas for the Ikebukuro
Fukutoshin District Smart Community”(Chair, Prof. Takao
KASHIWAGI, AES Center Director), and a research project
was initiated. In addition to a large number of faculty
from Tokyo Tech as well as Hitotsubashi University
and the Tokyo Metropolitan government, four corporate
members belonging to the Collaborative Research Units
joined the discussion council. Moreover, a working group established under the Preparatory Council with the participation of eleven
corporations in the Research Promotion Committee is developing specific policies designed to make the smart community a reality.
At the end of FY2011, all of these activities were written up in a report on the NEPC (New Energy Promotion Council)“Spreading
the Smart Community Concept”project adopted in October 2010, and the results were shared with NEPC and Toshima Ward.

■ Kamakura Smart City
The research project“Building Kamakura Smart City”
is intended to create a sustainable, disaster-resistant city
that takes advantage of the ancient capital’s unique
qualities, and to discuss appropriate ways of conserving
and generating energy. The goal is to conduct quantitative
analysis of methods of introducing the required advanced
energy systems, and to present those methods as a“menu”
that will be reflected in Kamakura’s future energy policies.
We established a research agreement with Kamakura
City in June 2012 and created the Liaison and Coordination
Council on Research for the Development of Kamakura
Smart City (Chair, Prof. Takao KASHIWAGI, AES Center
Director; Deputy Chair, Masami OOTANI, Kamakura City
Deputy Mayor). Responding to the council’s discussions,
the AES Center pursued further technical discussions with
seven of its corporate members. Based on those discussions,
the first stage in the project was to prepare a report in
March 2013 spelling out an efficient energy vision for the
entire city.
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Electricity generation taking
advantage of area characteristics
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Residentialarea
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Emergency
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to provide hot water,
utilization
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Future concept of Kamakura Smart City

■ Tokyo Tech Ookayama Campus Smart Community
The Tokyo Tech Ookayama campus is developing the
concept for a“Self-Reliant Disaster-Prevention Smart
Community”capable of providing for itself when disasters
like earthquakes strike. At a symposium co-sponsored
with the Tokyo Tech Inter-departmental Organization
for Environment and Energy (EAE), Professor Shuichiro
HIRAI lectured on “Design Concepts for Creating a
Regional Disaster-Prevention Base by Developing a Green
Infrastructure”A research plan based on that lecture was
put together, and after applying for the NEPC (New Energy
Promotion Council)“Spreading the Smart Community
Concept”project, the plan was adopted in October 2012.
In response, the Committee to Discuss Concepts for
the Tokyo Tech Ookayama Smart Community (Chair,
Shuichiro HIRAI, Professor and EAE Vice-Chair) was
formed, consisting of relevant Tokyo Tech departments;
governmental organizations working on regional disaster
preparedness such as Oota, Meguro, and Shinagawa
wards; and local urban planning councils. In addition, AES
corporate members were invited to join the working group.

Wind mill
PV panel
Gene-link
Generator

Battery

(Exhaust gas
assisted gas-ﬁred
Absorption
chiller/heater)

■ Best Effort Type Heat Accommodation (BETHA) Network
In order to maximize the use of locally available
renewable energy and the waste heat of local energy
systems, this project aims to achieve a BETHA (Best
Effort Type Heat Accommodation) network capable of
tolerating a certain degree of change in the quality (amount,
temperature) of such energy sources.
Local heat usage helps improve energy conservation,
but since the existing regional heat supply is based on the
principle of guaranteeing supply conditions, heat energy
that does not conform to those conditions is discarded. The
BETHA network uses heat of varying quality to the greatest
extent possible, improving region-wide energy conservation.
The technical developments being developed include an
inter-connective device for heat accommodation (heat
router), a bidirectional calorimeter, and a network-area
demand-prediction system for use in heat accommodation
trading.
In Januar y 2013 this pro ject was adopted as a
“Strategic Program for Innovation in Energy Conservation
Technology”subsidized by the New Energy and Industrial
Technology Development Organization (NEDO), and with
plans to continue until FY2015, six corporate members
belonging to the Research Promotion Committee have
begun joint research with Tokyo Tech faculty.

Energy navigator
Building B
(Owner of cogeneration)
School A
(Owner of solar
thermal collection
system)

Solar-thermal
water heater

Apartment building C
(every unit with a water heater)
Home water heater

In-house
consumption
Surplus
solar heat

Gas-engine
generator

Hot water pipe

In-house
consumption
Surplus CGS
waste heat

Hot water tank

Chilled water pipe

※ Best Effort Type Heat Accommodation Network ＝ BETHA Network
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Round-Table
Discussion

Three Years of Activity & Future Prospects

Aiming at Innovation through AcademiaIndustry-Government Collaboration
Over the last three years, the AES Center has made great strides in its development as an innovation
platform for academia-industry-government collaboration centered on an university. The number of
partner corporations has reached 52, and the Center’s creation and promotion of research projects by
Tokyo Tech faculty and corporation researchers have accelerated. As the Center’s fourth year
approaches, researchers from AES partner corporations and Tokyo Tech sat down to talk about their
three-year track record and achievements, as well as the best course for the Center to take in the future.

Moderator: March 2013 marks the end of the
third year since the International Research
Center of Advanced Energy Systems for
Sustainability (AES) began its regular operations.
Today, in addition to looking back at the past
three years, please share your views on how AES
should develop in the future.
Kashiwagi: The AES Center is housed in the
Solutions Research Laboratory, which was
established on campus as the core organization
of the Integrated Research Institute with support
from the MEXT “Super COE Development
Program.” The current Solutions Research
Laboratory was created in April 2010 to carry on
the results achieved by that organization.
What distinguishes SRL is its focus on the goal
of finding social applications for the results of
privately funded research. The Lab’s mission is to
promote solutions research from an academic
perspective that aims to resolve problems that

corporations, and society in general, will face in
the near future. In order to fulfill that mission, we
have provided facilities on campus that cannot
be found anywhere else, such as Collaborative
Research Units where corporate and academic
researchers cooperate on research on an equal
footing. Adopting these new arrangements AES
Center was established within SRL, putting
Tokyo Tech in a position to pursue the highest
level of collaboration with the industry world.
Most of our work is related to finding solutions
for energy systems. Since the nuclear power plant
accident in March 2011, we have been arguing
loudly for the necessity of a paradigm shift in the
field of energy, and over fifty corporations have
joined us in our endeavors. Many corporate
researchers have already joined the university as
“project-based professors,” working on an equal
footing with university faculty on problemsolving projects.

“Combining academia’s advanced knowledge
with corporate know-how generates significant
research results.”

Shoji TAKENAKA

Chief Fellow
Smart Community Division
Principal Office
Toshiba Corporation
Member, AES Research
Promotion Committee
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Takenaka: For a long time, I conducted energy
research at Toshiba. It’s a highly specialized field,
and in the case of electricity in particular, both
corporate and academic research is split into
separate
sections
such
as
generation,
transmission, distribution, and storage. It had
always been very difficult to develop a system
that would vertically integrate all the research
fields, but AES built a unique platform for

university-industry collaboration, creating a
foundation for developing a vertically integrated
energy research system. I think that was a
revolutionary step.
I believe that combining academia’s advanced
knowledge with corporate know-how will
generate research results with deep significance
for industries too. I think that the AES approach
will also help nurture a new generation of

engineers
and
researchers
with
broad
perspectives and advanced research skills.
Nakai: I am a regular faculty member here, with
a research specialty in urban planning. In the
context of social systems, energy is a massive
system based on many different technological
elements. The most important thing is to think of
energy as a system. AES has a reputation as one
of the few research institutions operating from
that perspective.
The importance of energy networks was
recognized in the past in the fields of urban
planning and social systems, but opportunities to
collaborate with energy experts were hard to
come by. With the creation of AES, that sort of
collaboration is much easier to pursue. Also, with
the previous model of university-industry
collaboration in the field of social systems, it was

common for corporations to treat projects as
subsidiary work, but the collaborations taking
place at AES are directly linked to corporations’
main industry activities. This is another way in
which AES stands out.
Masu: I am a regular faculty member too. My
research is focused on integrated circuits. In the
past, I didn’t really consider energy as the field
where my research would find social applications.
But working with the NTT/NTT Facilities
business group on collaborative research at AES
showed me how my research applied to the field
of real-world energy. This was a valuable
experience for me as a researcher. Unfortunately
there aren’t many regular Tokyo Tech faculty at
AES yet. I’ve started to feel that we still need to
do a better job of clearly explaining why AES
could only exist at Tokyo Tech.

“Getting out of the corporate world and making
personal connections is invaluable.”
Araki: I came from Tokyo Gas to AES, where I
became a project-based professor. When AES
started regular operations three years ago, I
think the main intention was simply for
corporations to propose their own research tasks
and work on them separately with Tokyo Tech
faculty. But over time the collaborative research
has expanded beyond the corporate scale, and
even beyond the Collaborative Research Unit
scale, and now everyone at AES is working
collectively on the projects. When the need
arises for new experts, we look for the right
people on campus and we actively recruit them.
I’m convinced that establishing those personal
connections has been our most valuable
accomplishment. I believe that AES has
continually made strides while creating a
network around humankind and energy. Recently
I’ve started to feel more like a part of Tokyo
Tech than a corporate employee.
Masu: Since all universities—not just Tokyo
Tech—are heavily involved in planting the seeds
of new technological and industrial processes,
academic research often lacks immediate
applications. But a certain percentage of
research projects have the potential to serve an
immediate purpose if properly matched with the
right problem. AES should focus its efforts on
looking for projects with that kind of potential.

Other places are conducting collaborative
research through university-industry collaboration
too, but AES has been most committed to oncampus technological marketing. Together with
the project-based professors, we go over the
faculty’s research specialties, and when we find
someone who looks like an obvious match, we
go and talk with him or her. If we don’t make
that effort, the faculty don’t show an interest in
solutions research. They think it’s too much
trouble.
Araki: You’re right, it’s important to work hard
on getting close to the faculty. It’s what they call
“cold calling” in the business world. It’s
surprising how excited researchers can get when
you talk to them. They listen intently, and
they’ve been positively cooperating. For better
or worse, corporations are the only ones who
can take on the risk of applying research results
to the real world. Academic researchers are well
aware of that fact.
Kashiwagi: It’s true that solutions research
doesn’t necessarily fit easily into academic
culture. But thinking about Japan’s future
development, universities won’t be able to avoid
working on that sort of research. Working on
solutions research with corporations at the
university—I think AES is at the forefront of that
new approach.

Kazumichi ARAKI

Professor, Tokyo Institute
of Technology
Tokyo Gas Smart Energy
Network Joint Research
Division
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“The foundation of a new energy system is
gradually coming together.”

Norihiro NAKAI

Professor, Tokyo Institute
of Technology
Graduate School of
Decision Science and
Technology Social
Engineering/Solutions
Research Laboratory

Moderator: How do you assess the current state
of affairs at AES?
Kashiwagi: Over the past year, I get the impression
that each project has begun to move more quickly
toward realizing its goals. The university’s
research potential has been matched with specific
corporate needs, and by using new knowledge
and technology to change the structure of social
and economic systems, we are generating new
added value. Open innovation in the true sense
of that phrase is happening here. Simply pairing
up industry and academy in collaborative projects
does not produce innovation. What makes it
possible to create something new is when
industries enter the university, bringing research
potential and corporate needs into close
alignment. If you imagine a tunnel connecting the
university’s research potential to corporate needs,
we are the ones lighting the tunnel to produce
concrete results. Our most important task at this
point is to achieve that goal.
Nakai: After the Tohoku Earthquake, the

foundation for a new energy system is gradually
coming together here in Japan. In the midst of
that social transformation, it’s important for AES
to bring together experts from a wide variety of
disciplines and work quickly toward bringing
ideas to life. Specifically, I think it will become
more important for us to help society prepare to
adapt to new systems by continuously conducting
experimental tests in the real world.
Takenaka: If we want to find real-world
applications for academic research, corporate
collaboration is essential. In my field, the key
factor in creating electrical systems is algorithm
development, and working on that research with
academic researchers who possess cutting-edge
knowledge and global information is an ideal
situation. It lets us fulfill our social duty to find
social applications for our research, while at the
same time helping us distinguish ourselves from
other firms. I think one reason AES is such a
driving force is that companies can work here
under ideal conditions.

“What we’re working on IS national strategy.”

Takao KASHIWAGI
Institute Professor, Tokyo
Institute of Technology
Director, AES Center
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Moderator: AES pioneered a new academic
approach to solutions research that’s different
from corporate solutions research.
Kashiwagi: Ultimately, AES has avoided getting
bogged down in all the complications associated
with the business world’s economic base,
working instead to merge academic knowledge
and corporate strength from a neutral position.
You might say that what we’re working on is
national strategy itself. Nobody else working on
solutions research has such an expansive
perspective.
Nakai: What brings corporations to the table in
solutions research is private interest. But as the
research progresses, it starts to take on more
public relevance. It’s the other way around with
academic solutions research. First there is the
public interest, and gradually it extends to private
interest. National strategy is truly the pinnacle of
public interest. Our willingness to take on that
task is the most important thing about the AES

Center.
Araki: I think that what many of the corporate
members are expecting of the university is
neutrality. Companies aim to generate dividends
for their shareholders through their commercial
activities, but I don’t think they can survive if
they don’t work to make society accept them. I
want universities, which are independent of
markets, to point out the course that Japan and
the rest of the world should take. My view is that
corporations can get what they need to survive
by coming to the university to think about
international standards and fairness.
Takenaka: It wasn’t long ago that corporate
social responsibility (CSR) was seen as
philanthropy, but now we think of CSR as part of
a company’s core. What’s the best way to put
CSR at the center of a corporation’s business
operations? Companies that lose sight of their
mission to contribute to society, make reasonable
profits, and pay their taxes may find in the future

that consumers and citizens will reject their
goods and services. That is how corporate
management teams are starting to think now.

Companies can enter AES and think about ways
to give back to society, which makes AES a good
match for this new corporate philosophy.

“Working together with corporate researchers
is a great learning experience for faculty and
students alike.”
Moderator: What do you suppose the future of
AES will look like?
Masu: I think one of the issues for us to address
in the future is increasing the number of regular
faculty. If we can draw in more regular faculty, it
will naturally make it easier for students to work
on solutions research. Teaching and research are
the two axes of the university, and if we can
accomplish both at AES it will make the Center a
more well-rounded teaching and research
institute. Even if regular faculty concentrate on
solutions research, they can still write lots of
papers, and they will get a better sense of the
potential their own research possesses. We
should do a better job of publicizing those
advantages on campus.
Araki: The next few years are going to be
crucially important. If we can’t bring the projects
currently underway to fruition, none of it matters.
Some of the current projects require more than
technical solutions. Political and institutional
solutions are necessary as well. If we want these
projects to succeed, we’ll have to get more people
involved and create a network of shared
knowledge. As long as they agree with the spirit
of what we’re doing here, we might consider
admitting faculty from other universities. That
would stimulate Tokyo Tech faculty, and it might
encourage more people to participate in our
projects.
Takenaka: What really matters is creating a track
record of success. If corporations start to believe
they can earn better results with us than they
can working independently, we’ll get support
from a variety of sources, and there will be a
snowball effect as more and more people start
taking notice of us.

Nakai: I agree. It’s extremely important for us to
generate results quickly. For example, if we can
successfully complete the Ikebukuro project
we’re working on in Tokyo, new possibilities will
open up. In urban planning, the ability to
combine separate technologies is in demand. In
fact, what is most needed in the disaster recovery
zone is the combined technology of urban
planning. If we can produce more results, I think
AES will be able to contribute to the recovery
effort too.
Masu: Recently, the academy has been
sponsoring many symposia dealing with disaster
recovery. Reconstruction is a perfect example of
the type of solution we’re pursuing in our
research. If the AES Center can make more of an
appeal in those settings, more researchers and
students will get excited about working with us.
And what if we worked actively to allow
corporate researchers to earn doctoral degrees
based on their research at AES? Many working
professionals aspire to earn a PhD, and working
together with them is a great learning experience
for faculty and students alike. Both sides benefit.
Kashiwagi: Ultimately, the reason we’ve adopted
the approach of creating an institutional platform
for public-private collaboration and conducting
research at AES, and the reason we’re trying to
achieve open innovation that permits everyone
to participate freely, is that we want to create
systemic links between multiple fields of
specialization. I’m convinced that is the right
direction for us to take. If we redouble our efforts,
I’m sure we will have success in the near future.
I promise to make every effort to bring that
about.

Kazuya MASU

Professor, Tokyo Institute
of Technology
Precision and Intelligence
Laboratory
Solutions Research
Laboratory

Moderator: Yukio TAKAGI Professor, Tokyo Institute of Technology
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Major Accomplishments and Social Events
Years

Platform Activity
Accomplishments

2005-2006

2007-2009

Organizational Planning

Research Promotion Committee Goes Into Action

〈2005〉
• Integrated Research Institute Solutions Research Laboratory
(SRL) founded with support of MEXT “Super COE Development
Program”
• In connection with SRL activities, faculty from Tokyo Tech and
elsewhere form Future Energy Vision study group, investigate
issues for solutions research. Prof. Takao KASHIWAGI, then
a faculty member at Tokyo University of Agriculture and
Technology, participates from the start.
〈2006〉
• Committee of Advanced Energy Management (AEM)
established, research issues clarified by sponsoring workshops,
other events

〈2007〉
• Prof. Kashiwagi takes Tokyo Tech position, strengthens
collaboration inside and outside university
• Events sponsored, such as workshop with Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL; US)
〈2008〉
• AEM expanded to AES, AES General Meeting and Research
Promotion Committee established to expand collaborative
platform
• Concept for International Research Center of Advanced Energy
Systems for Sustainability (AES Center) takes shape
〈2009〉
• AES Center launched. US energy experts, policy makers visit
campus, exchange views
• Super COE support ends, AES Center becomes independent

Research
Accomplishments

Social
Developments

〈2007〉
• Work starts on“Experimental Tests of Fuel Cell Coproduction”
with MLIT support
• Multiple sub-projects (marine biomass, etc.) begin
〈2008〉
• Infrastructure project for EV charging using renewable energy
wins Good Design Award
• Marine Biomass Consortium established
〈2009〉
• Experimental tests begin on Improved Autonomy PV Power
System, Fuel Cell Coproduction

〈2005〉
• Kyoto Protocol takes effect
• Micro grid tested at Aichi Expo
• Landslide LDP victory after Koizumi calls for election to settle
Japan Post privatization dispute
〈2006〉
• METI announces new national energy strategy
• Japan Post privatized
• Japan Highway privatized

〈2007〉
• Revision of 1st Basic Energy Plan
〈2008〉
• G8 Summit in Tôyako
〈2009〉
• US President Obama’
s New Green Deal policy
• DPJ takes power
• Prime Minister Hatoyama announces at UN that Japan will
cut greenhouse gases by 25% by 2020
• Surplus solar electricity buyback program starts

AES Center Faculty & Staff
Director

Institute Professor

Tokyo Tech

Professor

Faculty

Associate Professor

Takao KASHIWAGI

Hirofumi AKAGI, Ken OKAZAKI, Makoto KONAGAI, Isao SATOH (Interdisciplinary Graduate
School of Science and Engineering); Narihiro NAKAI, Daisaburo HASHIZUME (Graduate School
of Decision Science and Technology); Kazuya MASU (Solutions Research Laboratory)
Norichika KANIE, Kei SAKAGUCHI, Koji TAKAHASHI, Kazuhiro YUASA (Interdisciplinary
Graduate School of Science and Engineering)

Assistant Professor
Adjunct Faculty

Professor
Institute Professor
Associate Professor

Project-based
Faculty

Professor

Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Researcher
Research Coordinators
Collaborative Researchers
Office Staff
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Masahiko NAKANISHI (Graduate School of Decision Science and Technology)

Yasuo TAN (Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology); Atsushi AKISAWA (Tokyo
University of Agriculture and Technology); Yoshiyuki SHIMODA (Osaka University)
Shiro KURIHARA (Hitotsubashi University)
Miki MURAKI (Chiba University)

Kazumichi ARAKI, Noboru ISHIHARA, Satoshi OTSU, Toshinobu KANAYA,
Masaji KANESHIMA, Kyoji KUNITOMO, Kosuke KUROKAWA, Kenichiro SAITO,
Masaaki SHIRAI, Yukio TAKAGI, Hidetoshi NAKAGAMI, Toshihiro HIRAI,
Yoshihiko MATSUMOTO
Takuya ODA, Ryo TANAKA, Takeshi NAGAI
Aziz MUHAMMAD

Takafumi KUGA, Takashi SUGANUMA, Ryota DOBASHI, Yumi FUJII,
Takayuki FUJIWARA
Takao UEDA, Yoshiyuki UCHINO, Mina KOGANEMARU

Hironobu IGARASHI, Yoshiaki MATSUSHITA, Kouki MORIKAWA
Miyako UCHIDA, Chieko KODAMA, Noriko SUZUKI

2010

2011

2012

AES Center in Regular Operation
• AES Center 5 Collaborative Research Units
established, full-scale operations begin
• Based on results of partner firm survey,
interviews with university researchers begin
(conducted annually ever since)
• Open recruiting for internal research begins as
a way of discovering new research themes
(conducted annually ever since)
• Grand Design Discussion Group formed,
promoted
• 1st Anniversary Symposium“The Road to LowCarbon Society: Japan’
s Strategy and the Role
of the University”
• Lunch meetings initiated to provide a space for
companies to exchange information

• 2nd Symposium“Post-3/11 Energy Strategy and
Smart Cities”
• 3rd Symposium“Safe-Energy Cities: Pointing the
Way toward Japan’
s Future”
• After Tohoku earthquake, opinion piece entitled
“Toward Energy System Reform”published in
4/28 edition of newspaper
• In connection with Tokyo Tech 130th Anniversary
Lecture Series, AES co-sponsors symposium with
Inter-Departmental Organization for Environment
and Energy, “Creating a Regional DisasterPrevention Base by Developing a Green Lifeline”
• Lunch meetings renamed“round-table discussions”
• Regular observation visits begin
• Partner-firm lectures begin

• Researcher interviews continue
• 4th Symposium “Diversity and Collective
Strength: Creating New Energy Systems,
Resolving Problems”
• 5th Symposium held
• Evening seminars begin

• MLIT-funded“Experimental Tests of Fuel Cell
Coproduction”conducts the world’
s first tests
of hydrogen creation by solid oxide fuel cell
• “BCIS (Battery and Charger Integration System)
Development” adopted as NEDO storage cell
integrated systems technical development
project, research begins (planned completion
in 2013)
• “V2X (Vehicle to X)” adopted as NEPC storage
cell integrated systems technical development
project, research begins (planned completion
in FY2012)
• Approval of“Smart Power Network Project,”a
joint application by Tokyo Tech and 27 other
corporations

• Establishment of Preparatory Council to Discuss
Ideas for the Ikebukuro Fukutoshin District
Smart Community, which is adopted as an NEPC
“Spreading the Smart Community Concept”
project. Council supported in collaboration
with 19 corporate members
• As base for work on algoid biomass underway
since 2008, MEC (Marine Environmental
Creation) Co. established off campus

• Investigative Committee for Kamakura Smart
City formed with Kamakura City, supported in
collaboration with corporate members
• Ookayama Smart Campus Concept adopted
as NEPC-funded project, supported in
collaboration with corporate members
• BETHA (Best Effort Type Heat Accommodation)
Network adopted as NEDO-funded project,
supported in collaboration with corporate
members
• In connection with research conducted with
partner firm on Indonesia’
s distributed system,
AES chosen to send visiting researchers to NEF;
researchers from both countries invited

• Cabinet decision on New Growth Strategy
• 2nd edition of Basic Energy Plan
• Tohoku Earthquake and nuclear accident at
the end of the fiscal year (March 2011)
necessitates radical reevaluation of energy
policy

• All domestic nuclear plants put on standby
• Concerns about energy shortages lead to
discussion of restarting nuclear plants
• Increased attention on creating smarter energy
systems
• Renewable Energy Feed-In Tariff Act passed

• Strategy for the Rebirth of Japan
• Renewable Energy Feed-In Tariff system starts
• LDP wins control of government

AES Research Promotion Committee Corporate Members
■ Collaborative Research Unit Sponsor Corporations
JX Nippon Oil and Energy, Mitsubishi Corp., NTT/NTT Facilities, Tokyo Gas

■ Research Promotion Committee Corporate members
Bosch, Chiba Gas, Dentsu, EKO Instruments, EnergyAdvance, EXA, Fujitsu, GS Yuasa, Hibiya Engineering, Hiroshima
Gas, Hitachi, Hitachi Zosen, Hokkaido Gas, Honda, JFE Engineering, Kajima, Kawasaki, Keiyo Gas, Kyowa Exeo,
LIXIL, Meiden, MIRAIT Technologies, Mitsubishi Electric, Miura, Nihon Dengi, Nihon MECCS, Nikken Sekkei, Nippon
COMSYS, Origin Electric, Osaka Gas, Ricoh, Saibu Gas, Sanki Engineering, Sankosha, Shimizu, Shindengen, Shinryo,
Shizuoka Gas, Taisei, Takasago Thermal Engineering, Takenaka, TMEIC, Toho Gas, Toshiba, Tsukuba Gakuen
Gas, Yanmar, Yazaki Energy System, Yokogawa Electric

■ Collaborative Corporation
TEPCO
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